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Color Research
Nancy Friese nfriese@risd.edu
Friday 9-12, CIT 217 or 105
Color pervades and persuades all that we do in the visual world. Color scholarship can
step and stage our own projects. This course will expand our knowledge of color through
examples of watermedia. Qualitative looking at historical collections, comparative
analyses of artists’ or designers’ color methods and materials, and an interpretation of
color models in ink, gouache or watercolor will deepen our understandings. The class
will investigate particular color characteristics in translucency, tonal sequencing, color
interaction, and phenomenal hue effects through 10 guided quick projects.
We will start by evaluating selections from the body of 600 British watercolors in the
RISD Museum for color cues and material use. Then a range of contemporary color
watermedia works will be viewed in galleries to better understand and question newer
applications, trends and inventions. A color reader will accompany our visual studies.
Next, each participant will complete a comparative color analysis of a historical and
contemporary work with a review of methods, means and contexts. How does the artist
or designer order tasks in each piece to distinguish a color voice? Which ways does the
nature of the color medium heighten meaning? The final project consists of the
presentation on one’s own color topic with a responsive and corresponding body of
watermedia work. Group criteria will contribute to reflections and criticism and lead to a
larger conceptual framework for one’s own original work. The goal is to integrate
scholarship so artists' and designers' studio work has an enhanced color acuity.
Elective Graduate Seminar
Open to all disciplines/divisions
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Colour is uncontainable. It effortlessly reveals the
limits of language and evades our best attempts to
impose a rational order on it... To work with colour
is to become acutely aware of the insufficiency of
language and theory – which is both disturbing and
pleasurable.
David Batchelor Chromophobia

Goals:
To question and extend our depth of color knowledge to a more
advanced, purposeful and applied level.
To realize our own color conventions or propensities and revitalize and
place them in a wider context.
To analyse and respond to historical color usage for deeper
understandings, possibilities and tragectories of watermedia.
To investigate watermedia with a color agenda.
To research color methods from scholars of color, practictioners of color,
or color works and to transpose these methods or models into original
work more decisively.
Outcomes:
A focused working knowledge of watermedia from historical innovators.
A contemporaneous sense of our personal color applications.
Scholarship on a topic of concern within color theory/color work.
Guided inquiries leading to a final distinguished and original body of color
work.
Readings from:
David Batchelor Chromophobia
Victoria Finley Color a natural history of Palette
Josef Albers Interaction of Color
David Hornung Color: A Workshop Approach
Michael Pastoureau Blue: The History of a Color
M. E. Chevreul The Principles of Harmony and Contrast of Colors and Their Applications to the Arts
Marjorie B Cohn and Rachel Rosenfield Wash and Gouache: A Study of the Development of
Watercolor
Ogden N Rood and Faber Birren Modern chromatics; students' text-book of color,: With
applications to art and industry
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First Week: Friday February 14
In-Class:

Introduction and Syllabus Review

Assignment: Read Wilton Article
Open Color Project
Lay a cool color down as ground/use a warm color on top as a
second figure color or vice versa.
Possible Variants: Two colors could be complementary
Two colors could be close in value
Top color could have ten tones (light-dark)
One color could be light, one dark
Colors could be transparent or solid
Either color could be positive or negative
Colors could alternate figure/ground,
line/shape
One color could be bright, one dull
Or any intentional combination of this list.
Materials:

Any watermedia such as inks, gouache,
tempera, watercolor, acrylic, or digital
printing, projection, etc.
22.5 x 22.5 Stonehenge paper

Objective:

To use parameters or limitations to create new color relationships
To exhibit one’s own focus or interest in art/design
To be alert to how one intermixes or weaves color intention
To demonstrate how limiting colors can keep a piece
fresh/mixing more colors can create muddiness.

Outcome:

A color piece intentionally using the interplay of hues in selected
ways to carry one’s own content or a piece where the color
choices become the content.
Increased ability in toning grounds, painting in watermedia and
using non-acid Stonehenge paper and working within a 22.5 x
22.5 format.
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Second Week: Friday February 21
In Class:

Color Works Group Review
Probing looking: color decisions, color as light/mood/dynamic
Vocabulary, Color Wheel, Color Options

Assignment: Due 3rd Week
Reading Cohn + Rosenfield.
Scrutinize and summarize one type of color usage or one
artist's methods and materials from the application steps to
intention and present in a ppt to the class.
Color Study Assignment
Third Week: Friday February 28
In Class:

Color Studies Review
Presentations.

Assignment: Due 5th Week
Reading Batchelor
Highlight and compare methods and means of two
contemporary colorists. (ppt)
Do a Color Response Piece to your presentation
Fourth Week: Friday March 7
RISD Collection Meet at 10 am in lobby of Chace Center
Fifth Week Friday March 14
In-Class:

Presentations
Color Response Review

Assignment: Reading Albers
Test watermedia methods in 10 guided color studies
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Sixth Week Friday March 21
In-Class:

Color Studies Review

Assignment: Due 9th and 12th Week
Reading Hornung and Topical Color Project Plan
Friday March 28 NO CLASS SPRING BREAK
Seventh Week Friday April 4
In-Class:

Individual Midterm Reviews No Group Class

Assignment: Reading Chevreul
Topical Color Project continues…..
Eighth Week Friday April 11
In-Class:

Visiting Artists

Assignment: Reading Finley
Ninth Week Friday April 18
In-Class:

Small group Reviews No Group Class

Assignment: Reading Pastoreaux
Tenth Week Friday April 25
in-Class:

Individual Review No Group Class

Assignment: Reading Rood
Eleventh Week Friday May 2
In-Class:

Topical Presentations and Feedback

Twelfth Week Friday May 9
In-Class:

Final Group Presentation

Thirteenth Week Friday May 16 Individual Meetings No Group
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Andrew Wilton & Anne Lyles, The Great Age of British Watercolours (17501880), 1993, Prestel, ISBN 3-7913-1254-5
Anne Lyles & Robin Hamlyn, British watercolours from the Oppé
Collection,1997, Tate gallery Publishing, ISBN 1-85437-240-8
One early form of watercolor painting, that is not normally included in the
category, is buon fresco painting — wall-painting using pigments in a water
medium on wet plaster , which goes back to Egyptian and Roman antiquity. One
well-known example of buon fresco is the Sistine Chapel by Michelangelo, begun
in 1508 and completed in 1514.
Watercolour painting, usually referred to as brush painting, has a long history in
many parts of the world. In Chinese and Japanese painting it has been the
dominant medium, often in monochrome black or brown, when it tends to be
called ink. India, Ethiopia and other countries also have long traditions.
Watercolour has also been used for manuscript illumination since at least
Egyptian times, and was a major part of European manuscript painting on vellum
(often mixed with tempera). Paper spread from the Islamic world, via Islamic
Spain, to Europe, where it was being manufactured in Germany and Italy before
1400. From the introduction of the old master print around 1400, most prints were
coloured after printing until at least the latter part of the century, although the
practice continued in some cases, such as English satirical prints , until the
nineteenth century (JMW Turner and Thomas Girtin were both employed at this
as teenagers).
Watercolor painting was also used in cartoons and large paintings. In Germany,
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528) painted watercolors, including the earliest pure
landscape studies. An important school of watercolor painting in Germany was
led by Hans Bol (1534-1593) as part of the Dürer Renaissance.
Other famous artists have used watercolor painting, including Van Dyck, Claude,
Giovanni Benedetto Castiglione, and many Dutch and Flemish artists, including
several who worked in Britain, and originated the British school.
From the seventeenth century to the present, the British school of watercolour,
which especially features landscape subjects, has been perhaps the most
continuous and widely followed tradition in Europe. Among the most famous of
the artists are: Alexander Cozens,William Gilpin, Thomas Gainsborough, Francis
Towne, Paul Sandby, Thomas Girtin, John Sell Cotman, Samuel Palmer, William
Blake, John Constable , JMW Turner and Richard Parkes Bonnington.
The beginnings of the "California Style" of watercolor painting began in the
1920s and is described in California Watercolors 1850-1970. Milford Zornes is
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recognized as a leader in the California Style watercolor movement. His style
differed from the traditional use of watercolors in which color was added to
detailed pencil drawings. His work is characterized by the application of
transparent washes of color to large sheets of paper, allowing the white to show
through and define shapes.

Watercolor paint
The broader term for water-based painting media is watermedia. The term
watercolor most often to refers to traditional transparent watercolor or gouache
(an opaque form of the same paint). Watercolor paint is made of finely-ground
pigment or dye mixed with gum arabic for body, and glycerin or honey for
viscosity and to bond the colorant to the painting surface. Unpigmented filler is
added to gouache to lend opacity to the paint. Oil of clove is used to prevent
mold.
Watercolor paints vary in their transparency, some being less transparent (more
covering) than others. The more transparent paints allow the paper (or an
undercolor) to show through while others allow less of the undercolor to be seen.
As there is no true transparent white watercolor, the white parts of a watercolor
painting are most often areas of the paper "reserved" or left unpainted and
allowed to be seen in the finished work. Some white paint might be used to
indicate snow on a fence or the foam in the sea, as examples, by using Chinese
White or White Gouache. These are not transparent. They are used quite
sparingly so as not to lose the light and airy look of the work. Some watercolors
are "Fugitive". They fade over time when exposed to light. An example is Alizarin
Crimson. Some paint makers offer a different formulation of pigment as a lessfugitive alternative. These often have the word "Hue" as part of the name.
"Alizarin Crimson Hue" can be expected to be less "Fugitive" than "Alizarin
Crimson". "Staining" is another characteristic of watercolor paints. A Staining
color is difficult to remove and persists on the paper. Less staining colors can be
lightened or removed almost entirely when wet or when re-wetted by "lifting" with
a wet brush, paper towel, tissue, sponge, or similar. Commercial watercolor
paints come in various grades depending on use. "Artist" or "Professional" quality
paints are richer in color and result in cleaner colors when mixed. "Student"
grade paints have less pigment and are best used for practice or when the
budget is limited. Artist and Professional paints are higher priced but many
consider the quality worth the extra cost. Paint pigments and formulation vary
among manufacturers. Paints with the same color name from different makers
can vary in Hue, staining, and other characteristics.
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Techniques
Traditionally, watercolor paint is applied with brushes, but it may be applied with
other implements in experimental approaches or mixed with other materials
(usually acrylic or collage) The paint is thinned before application to allow for
lighter areas within the painting. This transparency provides watercolor its
characteristics of brightness, sparkle, freshness, and clarity of color since light
has passed through the film of paint and is reflected back to the viewer through
the film.
According to a tradition, dating from at least the early 20th century, the white of
the paper is the only white used in transparent watercolor. Opaque paint is
seldom used for whites or to overpaint. Watercolor techniques have the
reputation of being quite demanding, although they are actually no more
demanding than those used with other media. Maintaining a high quality of value
differences and color clarity are typically the most difficult properties to achieve
and maintain. The medium is effective in portraiture, figurative art, and
photorealism. Watercolor proponents prize it as a studio medium for its lack of
odor and ease of cleanup, and also as a plein air medium for its portability and
quick drying. Fingerpainting originated in China with watercolor paints. Basic
watercolor technique involves washes and glazes. A wash refers to the
application of a uniform color over an area of the painting. Typically this might be
a light blue wash for the sky, a uniform color on a field or other area. Washes can
be "graded" or "graduated" if they gradually become lighter or darker in parts
such the fading of color to show the lighter sky near the horizon. A "variegated"
wash blends more than one color such as a wash with areas of blue and perhaps
some red or orange for a sky at sunrise or sunset. Two methods of applying
paint to the surface for special effect are "wet-in-wet" (or "wet-on-wet") and "dry
brush". Wet-in-wet is used to avoid a hard edge at the margin of the paint. Wetin-wet paint flows on a wet surface. The paint is wet (diluted) and the surface of
the medium is wet.
The surface of the paper or other medium is first "painted" with water, thinned
paint is then dripped or lightly applied to the wet surface. The color flows along
the wet area. More paint can be added to increase the area covered.
After the first wet application has dried, additional wet layers can be applied. The
flow is controlled to some extent by the wetness of the surface; the amount,
consistency, and placement of the paint; and by tilting the surface to encourage
the paint to flow in the desired direction. The somewhat unpredictable results of
!
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the wet-in-wet technique can lead to some surprising but welcome affects.
Dry Brush is used to obtain a rough, textured appearance for the edges of beach
grass, a rocky exposed hill surface, tree bark, sunlight skipping on the surface of
water, are some examples. A brush is loaded with relatively thick paint then
lightly pulled over the dry surface of the medium. Some artists hold the brush
with just two or three fingers at the very end of the handle so just the weight of
the brush glides along the surface.The paint adheres and covers only the higher
points and ridges of the surface but stays out of the deeper areas. The method is
especially effective on Rough and Cold Press (medium rough) paper. It is not
very useful on smooth surfaces.
Watercolors are typically made darker on the paper by repeated application of
the same color. These coats of paint are called "glazes. A glaze of a different
color can also be used to create a combined color. It is also possible to achieve
various lightness and darkness of a color (value) by diluting the paint in the
mixing area before application. An artist might use a limited set of colors in his or
her palette creating other colors by mixing two or three colors from the limited
set. Mixing more than three colors can result in a muddy, unacceptable color.
The "Palette" refers to the array of colors used in a painting and also refers to
the tray, dish, or other implement used to hold and mix the paints.
When using watercolors it is a good idea to think of using the medium in the
consistency as it comes from the tube. Using dried out "cake" watercolors will
prevent the user from being able to take full advantage of the medium. When the
colors are tube fresh one can go from totally thinned with water to create the
most elusive effects and in an instant to very dense full bodied mixtures for deep
dark passages. The best way to keep colors from drying out would be to use a
covered palette such as the "John Pike Watercolor Palette" which has plenty of
colors "wells" and sufficient mixing space. A great tip for squeezing paint from the
tube is as follows: Squeeze an amount about the size of a lima bean or slightly
larger. Don't leave the paint in a "mound" but rather spread it through the area of
the designated color well. The logic behind this method is that since watercolors
are resoluble with water, one can simply spray water on the surface of dried color
to refresh it as it came from the tube. If the colors are left in a mound the water
will roll off but if the colors are spread evenly the water has no place to go but
into the color bringing it back to life. Do this twenty minutes or so before painting
if your colors are dried out or if time does not allow just squeeze a little fresh
color over the exsisting dried out color and spread. The new color will interact
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with the old making all the color usable. Don't put a damp sponge in the palette
for storage as this can lead to mildew and mold. The primary thing to remember
is to take full advantage of the wide range of consistentcies watercolor has to
offer.
Though there seem to be endless colors available in tubes, one need only a very
limited palette. Consider a primary color palette to include: Lemon Yellow;
Cadmium Yellow; Cadmium Red; Alizarin Crimson; Cerulean Blue; French
Ultramarine Blue; Phtalo Blue; and perhaps Burnt Sienna and Raw Sienna.
These nine colors will give you the ability to mix virtually any color possible. A
brief summary of color mixing is: A red and a yellow make orange; yellow and
blue make green; blue and red make violet. A red, yellow and blue make gray
and if mixed dense enough, black. It's simple color theory of primary color mixing.
Primary colors being: red - yellow - blue. Secondary colors (mixing any two
colors): orange - green - violet. and Tertiary colors (three color mixes): any gray
imaginable and black. When mixing three colors avoid muddy mixtures by
"undermixing" on the palette. Pull the colors into the mixing space and simply
"swish" the colors together. You darkest darks can be very exciting so long as
you are sure to not "overmix." Another reason for muddiness comes from
excessive brushing. Apply the washes with conviction being sure to limit your
brushstrokes.

Equipment
Brushes for watercolor are softer and made to hold water as compared to the
stiffer brushes used for acrylic and oil paint.
Watercolor brushes come in various shapes including flat, round, mop, and fan.
A long thin brush, originally designed to paint the lines of rope (rigging) on a
seascape, is called a "Rigger".
Artists typically have a few favorites and do most work with just one or two
brushes. A single brush can produce many lines and shapes. A "round" for
example, can create thin and thick lines, wide or narrow strips, curves, and other
painted effects. A flat brush when used on end can produce thin lines or dashes
in addition to the wide swath typical with these brushes.
Brush hairs come from a variety of sources including the very expensive hair of
the Kolinsky Sable, the ear hair of the Ox or other cattle, and others. "Camel" is
used to describe hairs from several sources, none of which is from a camel.
Brush hairs can be natural, synthetic, or a combination. Brush prices vary
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considerably depending on the type of hair and the quality of the manufacture. A
good brush will hold a fair amount of water and will keep and return to its original
shape even after much use.
Brushes are numbered to indicate the size of the brush, the larger numbers for
the larger brushes. A typical manufacturer's offering of brushes might go from a
very small "0" to the larger size "20" or more. Flat, wide brushes are usually
described by the width of the brush such as "1/2 inch" or "1 inch". There are no
common standards for brush sizes. A "10" Round from two manufacturers might
be slightly different in size.
Watercolor Paper is designed to hold the water based paint and prevent run off.
Painting on smooth paper such as used for computer printers, as an example, is
possible but the paper will buckle, the paint will remain on the surface, running off
in an uncontrolled manner.
The surface of watercolor paper can vary in its smoothness from quite smooth to
quite rough. A watercolor painting on rough paper will result in quite a different
effect than a similar painting on smoother paper. The artist selects paper with a
finish to give the desired effect. Rough surface paper is called "Rough", a
smoother surface but still slightly rough is called "Cold Press", the smoothest
surface is "Hot Press."
The thickness of commercial watercolor paper varies from 90 pounds to 300
pounds (the weight of a ream of about 500 sheets of the paper.) A middle weight,
common thickness, is 140 pound paper. Paper less than 140 pound thickness
will buckle from the water based paint and should be stretched before using.
Even 140 pound paper will show some stress when wet watercolor is applied
over large areas. 300 pound weight paper does not buckle and does not have to
be stretched.
Papers of lesser quality might be mixtures of rag (cotton) and other materials
while the better grade (and higher priced) papers are typically 100% cotton rag.
Some artists use only better grade papers to get the effects they desire. The
quality of paper can make a significant difference in the result.
A watercolor "block" is a great way to go when working in watercolor. Unlike a
pad which is bound on only one side, a waterclor block is bound on all four sides.
There are usually 20 sheets of paper in a block. After the top sheet is used, peel
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off and have the next ready. The surfaces come in 90lb., 140lb., 300lb., and
heavier as the size of the paper increases. If using individual sheets one might
consider "stretching" a piece of paper. The paper is soaked in a tub of cool water.
The amount of time to soak will depend on the weight of the paper. Fifteen
minutes maximum for the heaviest sheet. Once the paper is at its full saturation,
lay the sheet on a drawing board and use staples to secure the paper to the
board. Be sure all air bubbles are pressed out before applying the staples. Lay
flat and let dry before the painting is begun. Any drawing can be done before the
soaking. The term "stretching" is actually a little deceiving since the paper is in
reality, "shrinking."
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Name
Major
Graduation Year
Past Color Expertise or Classes?
What types of medium for color are you interested in?
What types of guidance would you like?
What artists’ or designers’ color do you look at currently?

What is the role of color in your body of work?
How can this course help advance your work? Your thesis?
What types of techniques are you interested in doing?
Advanced color wheel
Color studies progressively advancing
Color presentations
Are you available to take a field trip on a Saturday?
Which of these interests you?
Visiting Artists
Techniques, if so which ones?
Free Drawing
Open-ended Assignments
Particular and Individualized Assignments

Is there anything else you would like to tell me about yourself and this
course?
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